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This project will look into developing a deeper sense of place within the New 
Zealand alpine environment, explored through the medium of designing an 
isolated alpine shelter. This shelter will respond to the natural landscape 
embodying certain experiences and emotions through use of spatial sequence 
and organization. 
The spaces within the hut will be fragmented and completely disembodied from 
the traditional way a hut is viewed and utilized.  Spaces aim to be more porous, 
and less removed from the rugged landscape outside the shelter. 
The process of bringing outdoor elements into the design will create a level of 
controlled discomfort, heightening the users’ awareness to the strength and 
weight of the surrounding mountain environment – creating an active and 
interactive alpine shelter.
The backcountry mountain hut is part of the fabric of New Zealand 
culture and history. 
These huts portray a beacon of shelter, a point to strive towards, a 
goal to reach - a new space, and to most, a personal challenge and 
intensely memorable experience. 
The journey to these remote places poses a heightened element of 
risk and a fear of the unknown. However, this feeling and experience 
is not often expressed architecturally within the built structure and 
form of these huts. 
The opportunity arose to re-design the way a mountain hut is 
perceived and integrated into both the journey of those using the 
shelter, and the surrounding alpine environment.
Historically, many of the existing mix of Department of Conservation 
and privately owned huts that dot the snow capped Southern Alps 
are simple, spartan, box-like structures, often built by volunteers 
using simple inexpensive materials, influenced heavily by weight 
restrictions and low building costs. 
These huts are often austere structures with rudimentary facilities, 
and, consequently, little or no thought has been given to their 
design, which in most cases, fail to reflect or respond to, the context 
of the surrounding environment.
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The alp at the end of the street 
- Stephens’ Notebooks
The alp at the end of the street
Is known to all
as His Imperious Majesty
moody radiant properly aloof
and crowned sometimes
by heavy-weight cloud
and although he likes to wear
a robe
of royal blue
pomp is not his true style
except when he’s enthroned
beneath brilliant stars
on summer nights
reflecting the edgy light
of the moon
that rolls above him
a royally minted gold coin
and each generation of townsfolk knows
that whenever 
grandeur’s required
it’s over to him
        Brian Turner1
1  James Brown, The Nature of Things - Poems from the New Zealand Landscape  (Nelson, New Zealand: Craig 
Potton Publishing, 2005), 84.
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Figure 2.1       View of Harris Mountains from Treble Cone Summit
IntroductionIntroduction
This shelter will respond to the natural landscape, while embodying certain 
experiences and emotions through use of spatial sequence and organization. The 
aim of the design is to encourage more people to explore and experience the 
Harris Mountain environment. 
Snow plays a large part in the Harris Mountains, covering the range for some 
6 months of the year or more, and subjecting the area to avalanches and slips. 
This fluid and ever-changing surface should be utilized and reflected in the 
architecture. Studying the ever-changing climatic conditions of the area will assist 
to form and drive the design elements of the shelter.
The backcountry ski area is a dramatic, beautiful, and mostly untouched area that 
should be utilized more often. I hope to encourage more people to venture into 
this pristine wilderness, by using architectural form to create a simple shelter 
structure, which echoes and engages with the surrounding landscape. Those 
taking refuge in this mountain environment will interpret the incorporation 
of relatively basic facilities within the shelter as pure luxury after a hard day’s 
journey.
The Harris Mountains are located near the small township of Wanaka 
in the South Island, New Zealand. Black Peak Hut is situated within 
this mountain range. This site has been selected due to its position 
within the alpine environment, it’s relative accessibility and the 
extreme climatic conditions experienced within the surrounding 
area.
During winter months, the Harris Mountains are predominantly 
accessed and used by the public for recreation in the form of heli-
skiing and backcountry ski touring. As these activities require a high 
level of technical skill and alpine experience, many people venturing 
into the area employ alpine guides to assist in negotiating a safe 
journey through this mountain range. 
Dotted amongst this landscape are various privately owned huts. The 
use and availability of these huts is controlled by the owners, which 
in the case of Black Peak Hut, is a local mountain guiding company 
based in Wanaka. This hut is generally only available, to paying 
customers travelling within the area as part of an organized guided 
group. 
Many back country mountain huts, including Black Peak Hut, are 
designed in a very basic way, with most falling miserably short in 
terms of integrating and reflecting the surrounding natural landscape 
or responding to the range of human emotions generated by this 
environment.
The aim of this research project is to design an alpine shelter which 
enables the landscape to be reflected and framed in the structure, 
while utilizing interior form and manipulation of space to facilitate 
a hospitable, comfortable environment which responds to human 
experiences, emotions and interactions. 
 
2.1 Introduction
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Figure 2.3       Ski Touring in the Alps
IntroductionIntroduction
Aims / objectives of the project 
Looking at the Harris mountainscape, allowing architecture to reflect this unique 
identity.  – Creating greater access into the Harris Mountains, encouraging tourism in 
the area and access for all levels of ski touring. – Challenging traditional modes of landscape perception and engagement 
with the land. – Utilizing local materials and specific construction techniques to strengthen      
 engagement with the landscape. – Creating a ski touring hut in the Harris Mountains, with more of a retreat 
feel, changing the way we perceive a hut in the mountains.  – Most New Zealand huts currently have no integration with the landscape in 
the way that every site is unique and the hut should reflect this. – Creating a hut that reflects human emotions – for example, the mood in 
the hut can be very tense – the anticipation and preparation of the journey 
ahead, early morning departure, carefully watching the weather - requires 
the hut to encourage rest and to generate a more relaxed feel to counteract 
this way of thinking.  – Separating spaces also would make a difference, as in many cases, when 
the main hut door is opened, the entire hut interior is exposed, filling with 
cold mountain air when anyone enters or exits. This would be addressed by 
adding a separate entry room that could also double as storage and drying 
area for gear, which in turn eliminates the current wind tunnel effect.
The existing Black Peak Hut is a tiny box-like structure constructed 
of insulated panels and fondly nicknamed the “Dog Box”. The hut is 
extremely basic, and has many flaws. 
I will be focusing on and addressing the following elements:  – Toilet facilities - currently approximately 20 metres away in 
separate outhouse. – Ventilation and Heating - need to be addressed to promote 
comfort. – Entranceway - block the wind tunnel effect of cold 
mountainous air.  – Ambiance – create “feeling and ambiance” to the building to 
encourage human emotions and interaction.  – Update Technology – allow small amounts of water and power 
to be generated.
Project outline
The aim of this research paper is to design an alpine shelter to 
replace an existing hut located on Black Peak within the Harris 
Mountain Range near Wanaka, in the South Island of New Zealand. 
The area is easily accessible from the summit of nearby Treble Cone 
ski field by ski touring in the winter or walking in the summer, and is 
a short helicopter transfer from Cattle Flat Station in the Matukituki 
Valley.
Figure 2.2       Black Peak Hut
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Figure 2.6       Mountain hut outdoor space
IntroductionIntroduction
Current Knowledge 
DOC Huts
The Department of Conservation has a set of regulations for hut design, with a 
selection of options to be ticked such as an external basin, furniture or a deck, 
which is followed every time a new hut is to be built.
Unique design for each individual site is replaced with a checkbox of amenities to 
be added onto the base floor plan. Each hut is treated as a shell with only basic 
amenities for survival of the users included. The surrounding landscapes in which 
these huts are located offer so many more possibilities, especially within these 
backcountry areas which are uninterrupted by any other buildings. The DOC hut 
is a symbol of shelter, but could be further expressed in an architectural way. 
A light timber structure with a sparse interior is provided, single roomed and 
providing for all activities. Heating is through a wood burner and kitchen facilities 
consist of a small bench along with sink. Water collection is normally from nearby 
water source such as a stream or collected from the roof. In some huts power is 
supplied through a 12V power system for a small amount of lighting and radio.2
2	 	Department	of	Conservation,	“Hut	Procurement	Manual	for	Backcountry	Huts	
Introduction,”	ed.	Department	of	Conservation	(2009),	5-6.
Research question 
How can Architecture express a deeper understanding of the 
dynamic mountain environment within an alpine shelter?
Scope and limitations 
This project is about creating an alpine shelter, which engages 
more with the landscape in terms of design, to engage with the 
surrounding dynamic conditions, and to investigate systems that can 
be incorporated into the shelter.
This six bed shelter is to replace an existing hut on Black Peak, and 
is to be designed in a way in which basic food preparation, cooking, 
toilet and hygiene facilities can be incorporated into the main shelter 
structure, rather than located beyond in the surrounding mountain 
area, as is presently the case.
Looking at huts in Norway as well as in New Zealand as examples of 
how systems and hut design can impact on the way a person feels in 
a certain space, and how this can attract people to explore the area 
more and utilize this landscape.
This is not about re-designing a hut in terms of construction, 
however will briefly cover examples and solutions to loading limits of 
the helicopter, and the way in which it is to be built and fixed to the 
rock. There will be no further exploration into new methods of doing 
this. 
The proposed shelter will not adhere to the strict guidelines and 
regulations of a Department of Conservation six-bed hut, as it is 
attempting to steer away from regulated specified areas and create 
new solutions, while also adhering to the New Zealand Health and 
Safety Regulations and to the New Zealand Building Code.
Further information sourced from the local Maori iwi to incorporate 
their cultural traditions, history and ideologies would have enriched 
this research and influenced the shelter design, however obtaining 
such resources proved to be difficult, with such information not 
being readily available within the area.
Figure 2.5       Mountain hut  interiorFigure 2.4       Mountain hut design
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Figure 2.7       Kelman Hut - Tasman Glacier
IntroductionIntroduction
The constant watching of the weather – using up valuable radio battery life to 
hear the weather report for the next day, while cooking up a quick meal in the 
gas burner is a normal experience in a mountain hut, both in the past, and now. 
Although recent technology has changed the process, the same activities remain. 
The odd game of cards, and if all is fine perhaps a sneaky beer over candlelight. 
However, things are changing, with newer more luxurious huts being created such 
as The Whare Kea Chalet and the Mountain Hut New Zealand. Newer building 
construction techniques are enabling a higher level of available amenities being 
such as improved electricity, heating, water supply, beds, hygiene and toilet 
facilities. These changes are providing a higher level of comfort and as a result, 
more people are being attracted into these isolated alpine areas.
Design methodology 
Starting out by investigating the site’s qualities, both spatially and 
environmentally. This then moved into integration with site and its context. 
Through analysis of existing precedents in both literature and built form, a 
criteria was created of qualities to be taken from these examples. These informed 
certain design decisions as discussed later on in this document. The design 
was further refined, and a deeper understanding of the spaces and exploration 
of the different qualities linking to emotions needed to express this dynamic 
environment was made. The design process constantly linked back to these initial 
discoveries through various theories and examples of architecture in the Alpine 
environment.
History of backcountry huts in New Zealand
The atmosphere in a hut high up in the mountains can be one of 
suspense and sleepless nights, planning for the day ahead and the 
worry and risk that lies in the following morning. There are many 
tales of early mountaineers who were the first to summit many 
of the New Zealand peaks. One in particular Brian Wilkins wrote a 
memoir of his experiences mountaineering in the Himalayas and 
New Zealand with the likes of Sir Edmond Hilary. 
The atmosphere in the huts can be extremely tense and this was 
before many of the huts today had been built. Being woken at 2am 
by urgent whispering of an urgent rescue needed of a climber who 
had fallen into a crevasse, this memory has been etched in his mind 
as he tells of the hut gathering and walking 25miles to reach the 
climbers aid as due to adverse weather the ski plane was unable to 
assist / land. All plans are cancelled and the mountaineers set off to 
assist. 10 people. Despite the efforts the climber was ill prepared 
with cotton clothing and died as they were pulling him up on the 
stretcher. 3
Accidents and fatalities feature as a result of mountaineers 
adventuring in these high alpine conditions, and emotions of 
apprehension and fear can overrun the hut, with early morning starts 
and calls for help from other climbing parties. 
Ski touring is not as an extreme an activity, however conditions can 
change rapidly, and the fear of the extreme adverse weather can still 
plague people’s minds as the gusts and storms brew outside the four 
walls of these small huts. 
3	 	Brian	Wilkins,	Among Secret Beauties - a Memoir of Mountain-
eering in New Zealand and the Himalayas		(Dunedin,	New	Zealand:	Otago	
University	Press,	2013),	179-80.
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When designing in such landscapes we should be thinking further on how we 
can express this relationship between the built object such as huts, bridges and 
tracks and the landscape surrounding these, to understand that the cognitive 
and kinesthetic senses of being in the landscape are what draw people into truly 
discovering a place and a memory of that landscape. 9
Architecture + Senses
Articulating the senses through Architecture differs from the usual proportion 
and form and generates a more critical occupation, which is experienced though 
these multisensory qualities in the spaces functionality. Creating an emotional 
connection towards architecture through form and materials.10
“Architecture, more fully than other art forms, engages the immediacy of our 
sensory perceptions. The passage of time, light, shadow and transparency; 
colour phenomena, texture, material and detail all participate in the complete 
experience of architecture…only architecture can simultaneously awaken all the 
senses –all the complexities of perception.”11 Steven Holl
The path we take through it generates memory and this sense of being within 
nature or how we inhabit it. 
Releasing the user from a traditional method of utilizing the spatial situations 
in a conventional way, bringing more of a tactile, sensitive relationship into the 
architecture. 12
9	 	Ibid.
10	 	Christian	W.	Thomsen,	Sensuous Architecture - the Art of Erotic Building		(Mu-
nich,	Germany:	Prestel-Verlag,	1998),	153.
11	 	Ibid.,	7.
12	 	AA	Documents	3	-	Architectural	Association,	The Function of the Oblique - the 
Architecture of Claude Parent and Paul Virilio 1963-1969		(London:	The	Pale	Green	Press	
Limited,	1996),	5.
Construction + materiality
Predicting a person’s reaction to a built space is impossible, 
however utilizing certain forms and materials can enhance a certain 
characteristic and generate a rich emotional response within the 
space. 4
The construction of a shelter should reflect the emotional response 
entwined in the design of the space itself utilizing certain materials 
and structure.5
This however does not necessarily mean the building must blend 
into the surroundings, the chosen materiality of the shelter should 
resonate and stand out in a reflective manor with the landscape 
it sits within.6 Engaging with the harsh environment it is more 
satisfying to intersect with a distinct architectural form, which in turn 
generates a sense of curiosity to the users.7
“..There is significant potential to design facilities that heighten 
users’ sense of involvement while at the same time expressing New 
Zealanders’ evocative, sustainable and careful relationship with our 
ecologically indigenous landscapes.” 8
4	 	Peter	St	John,	“The	Feeling	of	Things:	Towards	an	Architecture	
of	Emotions,”	in	Shaping Earth: A Publication Inspired by the Creating the 
Yellow Brick Road Conference and Symposium	(Wolverhampton,	UK:	MS	
Associates	and	the	University	of	Wolverhampton,	2000),	78-81.
5	 	Ibid.
6	 	Ibid.
7	 	David	Sokol,	Nordic Architects		(Stockholm,	Sweden:	Arvinius	
Forlag	AB,	2008),	338.
8	 	Mick	Abbott,	“Fostering	in	the	Recreational	Public	a	Greater	
Sense	of	Involvement	in	the	Conservation	Estate”	(paper	presented	at	the	
Conserv-Vision	-	A	celebration	of	20	years	of	conservation	by	New	Zealand’s	
Department	of	Conservation,	2009),	2.
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Figure 3.3       Surfaces within a hut reflecting light throughoutFigure 3.2      Colin Todd  Hut red exterior to isolate from landscapeFigure 3.1       Steel connects to rock - Hut floats above the surface
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Creating a new architectural expression within the Alpine environment a strong 
relationship between the architecture and surroundings must be made through 
tactile qualities in the materiality to reflect the landscape as well as generating 
new spatial qualities within to encourage more of a social integration in the 
spaces.17
The character of a space can be discovered by going through a process which 
analyses these attributes. Talking to the people who have lived in, or visited these 
spaces, their linked memory and sense of place, is vital in understanding the 
identity of a place. Talking to the local mountain guides, mountaineers, ski touring 
enthusiasts and helicopter pilots will assist in exploring, discovering, and gaining a 
better understanding of the range of human emotions generated on these alpine 
slopes.  
Taking this local knowledge and information, and applying it to Black Peak Hut 
and its surrounding alpine area will help develop a clearer understanding of what 
improvements are needed and the design can progress and evolve from this.
Division of certain key spaces in the architecture can be utilized to reflect the 
current season and the effect this has on the landscape both natural and man-
made through both internal and external spaces.18
17	 	David	Sokol,	Nordic Architects - Ebbs & Flows,	vol.	2	(Stockholm,	Sweden:	
Arvinius	+	Orfeus	Publishing	AB,	2013),	6.
18	 	Ibid.,	59.
Architecture is not an extension of the site it remains autonomous 
and the interaction and relation to the landscape is based on 
connections and proportions. The shelter must be active and 
draw in users to the spaces within to create participation with the 
architecture. The awareness of site and its elements is portrayed 
through means of repulsion and discomfort in the architecture 
itself, users are forced into this state and after this first stage the 
architecture generates a sense of overcoming this discomfort. This 
unconventional way of linking the landscape, Architecture and the 
user creates a communication and participation within the spaces.13 
Allowing spaces, which can differ in orientation attuning to the 
various environmental conditions such as wind, snow and sun,  thus 
creating another connect with the landscape rather than hiding from 
these harsh conditions.14
Identity + architecture  
The identity of a place comes from the combination of certain 
things; the physical environment, culture of the place, the people 
that inhabit and utilize the space, local values of that particular 
community and the heritage of the place. 15
Capturing ideas and forms through studying the landscape’s 
context, the function, spatial, and cultural qualities, to gain a deeper 
knowledge of the space as a bodily experience. This intuitive feeling 
within the site and space should be experienced as you move 
throughout.16 
13	 	Ibid.,	66-67.
14	 	Sokol,	Nordic Architects,	341.
15	 	Lucy	Musgrave	Clare	Cumberlidge,	Design and Landscape for 
People		(New	York,	USA:	Thames	&	Hudson	Inc.,	2007),	144.
16	 	Elke	Mertens,	Visualizing Landscape Architecture - Functions, 
Concepts, Strategies,	trans.	Alison	Kirkland	Michael	Robinson	(Basel,	Switzer-
land:	Birkhauser	Verlag	AG,	2010),	20-21.
Figure 3.6       Motatapu ChutesFigure 3.5       Ice and SchistFigure 3.4       Snow + Tussock
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Figure 3.7       Ski Touring Antartica
3.2 Precedent Review
Huba Compact Mountain Shelter Concept
Mountain Hut NZ
Colin Todd Hut
Alpine Shelter Skuta
Bjellandsbu - Akrafjorden
Cabin Vindheim
Cabin Vardehaugen
The following examples of Huts and theories connect to my design by containing 
the following elements in which I would like my design to address: – Link to the Alpine environment and identity of the area. – Construction and systems utilized in unique ways to work with the alpine 
environment. – Emotions reflected through architecture. – The building must also be monumental in a way that the user creates a 
memory from connection to the space. – Spaces inside the huts.
3.2.1
3.2.2
3.2.3
3.2.4
3.2.5
3.2.6
3.2.7
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Figure 3.8       Rocky landscape contrasts against building exterior
Cabin VardehaugenCabin Vardehaugen
Cabin Vardehaugen is located in a Nordic Landscape typical of the area with rock, heath and 
sea surrounding the site.19 Wind being a major climatic feature in the area, meant data was 
collected and the building form generated by this, as well as the rocky landscape, to nestle 
into the rock sheltering spaces from storms.20
The natural rocky landscape contrasts with the building exterior as it pops up in elevation, 
weaving the building in and out of the landscape is effective in creating a playful form. This 
interesting form could be created in the alpine climate with wind and snow being factors 
rather than wind and rock. Folding the roof plane provides protection and loops back in 
to create interesting interior spaces, the alternating angles all clad in ply ooze warmth to 
the space, allowing users to inhabit the house differently than a traditional house and the 
predictable spaces that entails. The floor plan is fairly open plan with the kitchen acting as 
the spine of the house with all other spaces ties into this space, nooks and creative spaces 
allowing the floor plan to house areas to hideaway and relax.21
“This architecture and identity is paramount in creating a successful integration of the two 
and natural form finding of local materials creating this unique piece of architecture for this 
exact site and no other.”22 
19	 	Vardehaugen,	“Cabin	Vardehaugen,”		http://vardehaugen.no/cabin-vardehaugen/	Retrieved	
06-05-16
20	 	Håkon	Matre	Aasarød,	Document,	16/03/2016	2016.
21	 	Ibid.
22	 	Vardehaugen,	“Cabin	Vardehaugen”,	http://vardehaugen.no/cabin-vardehaugen/	Retrieved	
06-05-16
Location: åfjord Kommune, Norway
Date constructed: 2008
Vardehaugen
3.2.1 Cabin Vardehaugen
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Figure 3.12       Jutting out of the rocky landscapeFigure 3.9       Kinked floorplan relating to weather and topography
Cabin VardehaugenCabin Vardehaugen
Figure 3.11       Folded roof form intersecting with the ground plane
Figure 3.10       Interior nooks creating interesting vantagepoints
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Figure 3.13       Roofline mimicks an alpine landscape
Cabin VindheimCabin Vindheim
Cabin Vindheim is located in an alpine forest area in Norway with the site only accessible 
through means of cross country skiing, or ski doo or other non-traditional methods. The 
cabins main features which grab the eye are the large roof planes which slope right down 
to ground level criss crossing almost apparently over one another. This angular form was 
inspired by the owners’ love of skiing and their link to the landscape. This becomes apparent 
when discovering that the roof is built to withstand large amounts of snow load and also to 
be skied down or to sit and have a picnic in the summer months. Because of these roof forms 
the interior spaces are lofty and exciting, the poplar veneer interior lends warmth to these 
spaces contrasting with the thick snow outside along with the black stained ore pine exterior 
cladding. These voids create spaces, which allow the users to look up as well as outwards, 
lending itself as a great stargazing area.23 
The material choices mean that despite the building contrasting with the white snowy 
landscape, it still seems to grow out of the land. However the link between the identity of 
the building and the landscape it inhabits is not particularly unique, and the cabin could 
potentially be put anywhere. Using  Cabin Vardehaugen as a comparison,  there needs to be 
a stronger bond between the landscape and the building, which can only reflect the unique 
character of the site.  This Cabin Vardehaugen building does not posses such a connection, 
despite being stunning within its surroundings. The view shafts through the snow falling 
through the trees provides a relaxing outlook,  along with the views to the stars,  but the 
buildings connection to the outdoor environment could be stronger and better framed to 
create a more successful structure.
23	 	“Cabin	Vindheim,”		http://vardehaugen.no/cabin_vindheim/,	Retrieved	06/06/16
Location: Lillehammer, Norway 
Date constructed: 2016
Vardehaugen
3.1.2 Cabin Vindheim
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Figure 3.14       Building form merges into the snowy landscape
Cabin Vindheim Cabin Vindheim
The simplicity of the design with its angular forms relates to the 
New Zealand alpine environment. These angular forms, which create 
more complex and exciting interior moments, will be paramount 
in the design process. To link architecture in creating memories, 
people must be able to connect with the architectural form.  This 
could be done by creating structures that make the user appreciate 
the difference of the building and want to further explore what the 
spaces entail. Including landscape within the architectural built form 
to create a variety of usable spaces, such as utilising roof space, 
can be incorporated as a design tool, making the architecture more 
memorable and interactive as a whole form.
Figure 3.16       Contrast between warm inerior and harsh exterior materiality
Figure 3.15       Unique interior spaces generated by overlapping forms
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Figure 3.17       Camoflaged in the snowy landscape
Bjellandsbu - AkrafjordenBjellandsbu - Akrafjorden
The Hunting Lodge is located deep into the Alps in the west of Norway, accessible only by foot 
or horseback in this remote location. Snøhetta’s main design concept was to make sure the 
lodge was integrated within the landscape as strongly as possible. This was done by creating a 
building shape, which mocked a rolling rock form with two curved steel beams, like the rolling 
hills in the area. With the exterior materials selected to match the terrain surrounding, timber 
logs, local stone and with a grass top.24  Identity within the landscape with material choices 
being from local sources, mean that the building fits and camouflages within its surroundings, 
successful in doing so in both summer and winter.
“A meeting between modern expression and traditional Norwegian mountain cabins.” 25
Identity within the landscape with material choices being from local sources, mean that the 
building fits and camouflages within its surroundings, successful in doing so in both summer 
and winter. The interior kept very minimal with the layout dictated by traditional mountain 
huts, a central fireplace and seating surrounding which doubles as beds in a singular room. 26
The local natural building material found to be most freely available is schist rock, which is a 
major characteristic of the surrounding mountains, and reflects the Central Otago landscape. 
Taking design inspiration from this Hunting Lodge, the main frame could be a light pre-
fabricated structure, able to be helicoptered to the site in sections, with the schist rock façade 
building materials taken up separately, and constructed on site.
24	 	Snøhetta,	“Bjellandsbu	-	Åkrafjorden,”		http://snohetta.com/projects/180-bjellandsbu-ar-
ingkrafjorden,	Retrieved	20/06/16
25	 	Ibid.
26	 	Ibid.
Location: Etne, Hordaland, Norway
Date constructed: 2013
Snøhetta
3.1.3 Bjellandsbu - Åkrafjorden
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Figure 3.21       Spaces double as lounge and sleeping
Bjellandsbu - AkrafjordenBjellandsbu - Akrafjorden
This Hunting Lodge design offers visual relief from our traditional 
Department of Conservation hut look, however the interior of the 
Hunting Lodge leans towards a more traditional approach, with a 
singular room housing bunks, kitchen and living areas. 
This design could be adjusted to adapt to the harsh New Zealand 
climate by separating the spaces to allow for more specific areas 
such as providing an entranceway wind break, gear storage and 
drying, and a private sleeping area.
Figure 3.18       Diagram of form generation Figure 3.19       Materials mimick the natural landscape
Figure 3.20       Access only via horseback or walking 
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Figure 3.22       Perched amongst mountains
OFIS Architects and 
AKT II in collaboration 
with students at Harvard 
University Graduate 
School of Design.
Location: Mountain Skuta, Slovenia
Date constructed: 2015
The Alpine Shelter Skuta was a collaborative project, to replace an existing 50year old bivouac 
on site, between Harvard Students, OFIS and AKT II located on Mountain Skuta in the Kamnik 
Alps, Slovenia. The structure was built in pre-fabricated frames helicoptered up to site and 
pinned to the ground. This light touch with the ground to be as less invasive as possible whilst 
insuring the building would withstand the harsh climatic conditions in the Alps. 27
Splitting the hut into three framed modules, these in turn dictate the definition of the 
hut’s spaces, the first the entranceway allowing space for storage and kitchenette, second 
allowing dining and space for relaxing, and the third a bunkroom. These three spaces are 
not divided up by walls, but through design nodes such as a disjoint in the floor plan. With 
two large windows at each end light streams into this hut and views are uninterrupted of the 
surroundings.28
The Alpine Shelter Skuta sits in the landscape in an aesthetically pleasing way, its simplicity 
mixed with the varying angular frames creating a form symbolizing a mountainous ridgeline. 
At certain angles one can see directly through the hut, framing the surrounding mountains.
27	 	OFIS	Architects,	“Alpine	Shelter	Skuta,”		http://www.ofis-a.si/str_8%20-%20HOUSE/17_AL-
PINE_SHELTER_SKUTA/ofis_17_ALPINE_SHELTER_SKUTA.html.	Retrieved	24-05-16
28	 	Ibid.
Alpine Shelter SkutaAlpine Shelter Skuta
3.1.4 Alpine Shelter Skuta
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Figure 3.26       Floor plan split based on different functions
These simplistic frames could be utilized in designing key spaces 
with further manipulation and kinks in the floor plan, generating 
unique opportunities for light and spaces within the interior of the 
space. Light could further be manipulated by dappling the light in 
the bunkroom, and providing more intense light in the living areas. 
The use of shutters or dividers within the space could control this. 
The interior has a relaxing and modern simplistic aesthetic providing 
basic necessities. 
Alpine Shelter SkutaAlpine Shelter Skuta
Figure 3.25       Interior spaces minimal induce sense of calm
Figure 3.24      Folded form erupts out of landscapeFigure 3.23      Helicopter taking sections to site
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Figure 3.27       Helicopter taking pre-fabricated sections up to site
Colin Todd Hut was built as a memorial to the late Colin Todd a young climber who went on 
expeditions further afield than the Southern Alps to the Himalayas, making the first accent of 
Baruntse with Geoff Harrow in 1954 on a Hillary led expedition. 
The construction of the hut itself was relatively simple it was the delivery of the materials 
which caused the many delays and failed attempts. The hut was completed in 1960. 29
After 30 years of the hut providing a shelter for many climbers, it became time for an upgrade 
and Chas Tanner the president of the New Zealand Alpine Club at the time oversaw the 
project, which went very smoothly in contrast to Colin Todd Hut I. The Royal New Zealand 
Air Force flew the new Colin Todd hut II hut up in sections 700-800Kg limit for the Aircoil 
helicopters used for the project.30
Prior to the pre-fabricated sections being flown up, the team went up and bolted a steel frame 
onto the rock. The foundation is the rock itself with the steel frame from this for the hut to 
be secured down onto. The sections of the hut were then flown up to the site and bolted 
together, the weather has to be absolutely calm and perfect for this precision flying to be 
carried out and for these pieces to be lowered down in place precisely.31
The main things to consider in these old huts that are starting to be replaced with new 
versions are the;
ventilation – major problem in high alpine huts
Condensation- build up destroys fabric
Duct work – natural and passive ventilation. 
Toilet – major problem of hut design, with tanks flown out by helicopter
Heating – Gas heating adds moisture into the hut
Insulation – To keep the huts warm and dry throughout all seasons
29	 	Rob	Brown	Shaun	Barnett,	Geoff	Spearpoint,	Shelter from the Storm - the Story of New Zea-
land’s Backcountry Huts		(Nelson,	New	Zealand:	Craig	Potton	Publishing,	2012),	310-12.
30	 	Chas	Tanner,	Phone	call,	14/04/16	2016.
31	 	Ibid.
Evans Douglas 
Consulting Engineers
Location: Shipowner Ridge, Mt Aspiring, 
New Zealand
Date constructed: 1996 
Colin Todd HutColin Todd Hut
3.1.5 Colin Todd Hut
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Figure 3.33       Colin Todd Hut I
Colin Todd HutColin Todd Hut
Figure 3.31       800kg Max loads taken to site
Figure 3.32       Colin Todd Hut II
Figure 3.28       Toilet systems for helicopter clearing Figure 3.30       Precision flying 
Figure 3.29       Fixing to schist rock 
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Figure 3.34       Silo form protrudes out of the landscape
Mountainhut.nz is an alpine hut located on Mount Larkins run by the designers Dan and 
Christine Kelly who have an extensive knowledge of the Alpine environment from Christine’s 
past experience as a top ski racer and Dan with his background of multi-facet design and 
avalanche control. Their background meant that when designing their hut they were aware of 
the main problems associated with building in the area - snow deposition and transportation 
to the site itself.32
The hut design leans towards a new way of thinking and designing – with the ply interior 
and old silo exterior proving to create an intimate area in the huts singular room. This space 
contains bunks for 6 people wrapped around the curved walls of the silo, a central kitchenette 
and dining area with wood burner, and mezzanine allowing sleeping for an additional two 
people. The lighting supplied by a central skylight with permanently open vents. 33
The biggest critique that could be said about this hut is that the toilet is located outside the 
hut, which has only one door opening directly into its single room. This space could be further 
developed by separating spaces into areas of rest and activity, and integrating the external 
toilet. Although this would create further challenges, the effect would result in providing more 
user friendly and usable interior spaces, and opportunities for improved lighting, heating, and 
control of prevailing outdoor elements (such as cold air rushing throughout the interior every 
time the door is opened). These changes would make for a much more comfortable space, 
especially during storms and periods of bad weather.
The Mountainhut.nz was created in pre-fabricated sections and helicoptered onto site by use 
of a B3 Helicopter, which enables 1.2 tons of long strop loads with certain air conditions.34 
32	 	Dan	Kelly,	Email,	20/05/2016	2016.
33	 	Ibid.
34	 	Ibid.
DKDnz
Location: Mount Larkins, Richardson 
Mountains, New Zealand
Date constructed: 2012
Mountainhut.nzMountainhut.nz
3.1.6 Mountainhut.nz
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Figure 3.38       Dome creates a new form in the landscape
The main structure is a modified grain silo with an internal “Reid 
Bar spoke hub” which ties the external telescopic legs together 
preventing uplift of the structure. These legs are pinned to the rock 
below and cables tensioned from each. This structure allowing it to 
withstand winds of 300kph and high snow loads.35
35	 	Ibid.
Mountainhut.nz Mountainhut.nz
Figure 3.35       Access via Helicopter right to the doorstep Figure 3.36      Toilet situated down the hill 
Figure 3.37      Internal hub of activity in the one space
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Figure 3.39       Angular form creating a landmark for shelter within the landscape
The Huba Compact Mountain Shelter Concept was an idea stemmed by Blachnicka and Holcer, 
after travelling through Europe and coming to the conclusion too much time was spent on 
planning accommodation rather than relaxation in these areas. The idea of a mobile phone 
access to a short-term shelter was generated from aspects of short-term car and bike sharing 
systems already a part of tourism. 36
Blachnicka and Holcer talk about their passion for technology and alternative energy 
generation meant that the concept was rich in thinking about how these new systems could 
be put in place in a mountainous environment, these systems will be utilized in the Black Peak 
shelter design. The Concept was inspired by the sharp angles of the mountain environment 
however this structure if dotted in various places, means there is a disconnect from each 
individual site. 37
The interior spaces within the Huba Compact Mountain Shelter are dictated by the systems 
incorporated into the design more than the spaces required of the shelter, being a space to 
rest, a washbasin and water heating system built into the walls.38 The focus should be on the 
light qualities desired in the space and utilizing these more to reflect the landscape.
36	 	Lois	Parshley,	“Weekend	Cabin	-	Huba	Mountain	Hut,”	(2014),	https://adventure-journal.
com/2014/06/weekend-cabin-huba-mountain-hut/.	Retrieved	4/5/16
37	 	Ibid.
38	 	Ibid.
Malgorzata Blachnicka + 
Michal Holcer 
Location: Speculative Design
Date constructed: Speculative Design
Huba Compact Mountain Shelter ConceptHuba Compact Mountain Shelter Concept
3.1.7 Huba Compact Mountain Shelter Concept
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Figure 3.41       Systems diagram
The systems proposed by Blachnicka and Holcer for the shelter are:
•	 Vertical Wind Turbine – this could be utilized in the Black  
 Peak shelter with its high winds to generate power for  
 lighting, cooking and heating. 
•	 Wind turbines are a cheaper and more resilient alternative  
 to solar panels, which may not receive enough light in the  
 mountain environment, with overcast days and snow build  
 up on the panels being variable factors.
•	 Battery Storage – storing the power for the lighting,  
                  heating and cooking.
•	 Roof Rain Water Collection – water collection for Black  
 Peak will require an element of heat to melt snow on  
 the roof. This could be achieved through heated panels on  
 the roof powered by the wind turbine. Heating to eliminate  
 freezing of water storage facilities will also need to be  
 considered.
•	 Water Heater – this built in water heating system will be  
 used to heat water in the Black Peak Hut
Huba Compact Mountain Shelter ConceptHuba Compact Mountain Shelter Concept
Figure 3.40       Form generates unique spaces within compact space
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Figure 4.3       Site location map zoomed inFigure 4.2       Site location map
Site Site
The Black Peak Hut site was chosen for the following reasons:
Accessibility – the site is easily accessible via ski touring from the 
summit of Treble Cone or via helicopter.
Altitude and Terrain – situated at 1725M with varying levels of 
terrain, offering skiing, ski touring and ice climbing.
Level of Use – the privately owned hut is booked out for clients for 
the most part of the winter months.
Infrastructure – the relatively new building provides a good example 
to change the existing ways huts are designed for in the alpine 
environment.
Site Context Responsiveness – the existing hut is non-engaging with 
the surrounding context.
Natural Context –  the surrounding landscape is stunning, with views 
of Treble Cone and surrounding mountains and valleys, providing 
the perfect opportunity to design a structure which reflects the 
surrounding environment.
Avalanche Safety – the site is located on a knoll, which protects the 
hut from potential avalanche damage.
4.1.1 Site Selection
4.1 Site
BLACK PEAK
WANAKA
QUEENSTOWN
TREBLE CONE
CENTRAL OTAGO
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Figure 4.5       Black Peak Hut Site with ContoursFigure 4.4       Black Peak hut site
SiteSite
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Figure 4.6       Black Peak from Treble Cone Ski Field Figure 4.7       Surrounding key areas
Site Site
Black Peak Hut is located at 1725M above sea level and situated 
within the Harris Mountain Range in the Southern Alps of New 
Zealand. The site is located 7km from the back of a Wanaka ski field 
Treble Cone. Access is either by Helicopter – roughly 10minutes 
flying time from base at Cattle Flat or by ski touring about a 5-7hr 
skin or snow shoe from the Summit of Treble Cone Ski Field.39
The existing Hut is positioned facing northeast on the site, with 
the door being the only view shaft opportunity to view the summit 
of Black Peak. The views are limited from the existing hut, with 
a window on every wall however the positioning is not in any 
relation to its surroundings, and these windows are small and limit 
connection to the outside landscape. View shaft opportunities of the 
stunning landscape are shown in the following pages. The existing 
hut’s exposed location prevents surrounding snow build up, due to 
the prevailing wind displacing snow further down the knoll.
39	 	Aspiring	Guides,	“Black	Peak	Ski	Touring	&	Snowboard	Tour,”		
http://www.aspiringguides.com/aspiring-guides/ski/tours/black-peak-ski-
tour.aspx.	Retrieved	on	4/5/2016.
4.1.2 Site Context
BLACK PEAK SUMMIT
MATUKITUKI RIVER
TREBLE  CONE 
SKI FIELD GLENDHU BAY
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Figure 4.8       Access routes to site Figure 4.9       Site viewshafts
SiteSite
WANAKA
30MIN DRIVE FROM WANAKA 
TO HELICOPTER BASE
10MIN HELICOPTER 
FROM BASE IN VALLEY
5-7HR SKI TOURING 
OR SNOW SHOE FROM 
TREBLE CONE
BLACK PEAK
VIEWSHAFT OUT TO  VALLEY BELOW + 
SETON PEAK IN THE DISTANCE
VIEWSHAFT  TO BACK 
OF TREBLE CONE + 
TOWERS RIDGE
VIEWSHAFT TO 
BLACK PEAK SUMMIT
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Figure 4.11       Avalanche avoids affecting hut due to location on knoll
SiteSite
The following is an outline of my discussion of the Central Otago 
Climate with Professor Emeritus Blair Fitzharris of the Department of 
Geography at Otago University, New Zealand
 The Central Otago Climate in the Mountain Ranges surrounding is 
semi-continental with an intermediate precipitation, meaning it is 
hotter in summer and cooler in winter by a great variant between 
the two. Snow is seasonal and in October there is a rapid fall, which 
affects the Shotover and Matukituki river levels, in winter there is a 
low level in these surrounding rivers but with a high flow from the 
glaciers.40
Avalanches are affected by the composition of the snow, in central 
Otago we have wet snow, of high density as soon as it falls but less 
dense than other areas in New Zealand with a higher maritime 
influence. The snow sits for 5-6months before it metamorphoses.
The Nature of winter means the snow pack can either stay wet, then 
freeze and stay stable, meaning the snow pack would stay in place, 
or it could be warm northwester, which turns the snow pack to slush, 
causing the snow to slide off the mountain causing an avalanche.41
In Central Otago if a depth frost (Crystalline layer formed by water 
vapour in still conditions) is shallower than normal this in turn 
creates an anti cyclone, cold clear days and nights. The snow can on 
the top layer get down to -20 when the ground is at 0 that it has set 
on, this then can turn the snow to a liquid or a vapour, meaning the 
reconstitution of the snow pack. The larger crystals not connected 
and then in turn mean the snow pack is weak and create an 
avalanche with the snow sliding off the mountain.42
40	 	Prof	Emeritus	Blair	Fitzharris,	31/03/16	2016.
41	 	Ibid.
42	 	Ibid.
4.1.3 Climatic Conditions
Other conditions to consider are the avalanche start zones and how far the 
avalanche will run out, this can be calculated by looking at the slope and its natural 
characteristics such as steepness, and any natural forms on the mountain which 
may direct or slow down the avalanche. Typical starting points or avalanche prone 
areas are high altitude basins, valleys, north and south facing slopes; these both 
normally are catchments for deeper snow. Other conditions, which can affect the 
snow pack in causing it to slide, are a large rapid snowfall, or a warming event 
melting the snowpack and causing instability. 43
High winds take into account, Northwest gales and southerly winds creating uplift.
The winds form from the Main divide and come up over the west side of the 
mountain and come back down the slope at high force and extreme gusty 
conditions.
43	 	Ibid.
Figure 4.10       Avalanche avoids site due to natural rise in landscape
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Figure 4.13       Ensuring qualities of site and surrounding are reflected through architectureFigure 4.12       Dramatic Landscape of Harris Mountains
Site Site
The site does not have to strictly adhere to the Queenstown Council 
Regulations however some points form the Ski Area Objectives 
and Policies could be utilized in the design to lessen the impact the 
building has on the character and landscape value. These objectives 
are to improve the sustainability of the natural and physical 
resources of the area.  
Key policies that need to be taken into consideration are: 
“5.2.1.7 - Preserve the visual coherence of the landscape by 
ensuring all structures are to be located in areas with the potential 
to absorb change.
5.2.1.8 - Avoid remedy or mitigate the adverse effects of the 
location of structures and water tanks on skylines, ridges, hills and 
prominent slopes.44
Other objectives include avoiding the adverse cumulative effects 
on landscape character, protect, maintain or enhance the district’s 
natural features and recognizing the dependence on tourism on 
the District’s landscape.”45 
These objectives are all to protect from inappropriate subdivision 
and development but can be applied to this project also in keeping 
the landscape character of the region intact.
44	 	Queenstown	Lakes	District	Council,	“Rural	Areas,”	ed.	District	
Planning	(2013),	2-3.
45	 	“Proposed	-	Landscapes,”	ed.	District	Planning	(2015),	2-7.
4.1.4 Considerations of Building in Area
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Figure 4.14       Sketch drawings of existing Black Peak hut Figure 4.19       Approach to site, showcasing surrounding landscape
SiteSite
Project / Building name: Black Peak Hut
Architect / Designer: John Davidson
Location: Black Peak, Harris Mountains, New Zealand
Date constructed: 1999
Black Peak Hut is situated on the south face of Black Peak, with a 
northeast orientation. 
The Hut is positioned on a knoll to prevent snow build up and reduce 
avalanche risk.
Due to lack of snow which prevented ski touring, helicopter 
transport was used to gain access to the Black Peak Hut site. Due to 
its extremely small size within the mountain terrain, the hut is not 
visibly obvious until hovering directly above when approached by air. 
The hut is constructed of insulated panels, keeping the inside dry and 
cool, but not in any way cozy. The hut was pre-fabricated and then 
brought up to site by an  AS350 B2 Eurocopter Squirrel helicopter as 
a whole unit, being under the 800kg weight limit for these altitudes. 
The hut was then placed on site and pegged onto to ground, with 
additional guy wires to prevent wind resistance and uplift.46 
46	 	James	Ford,	Conversation,	06/07/2016	2016.
4.1.5 Black Peak Site Visit Analysis
The hut comprises of only one room to fit six people, this includes cooking, 
sleeping eating and relaxing. Bunks at the southern most ends also double as 
sitting areas, with space underneath for some gear, and few hooks for jackets to 
dry. There is a tiny kitchen bench with portable gas cooker. The LPG cylinder is 
located inside the hut presenting a Health and Safety risk to hut users.
A simple bench seat is positioned against the on the northwest side of the hut 
providing stunning views of the nearby ice cliffs, and a small area to ponder, rest 
and relax after a tough day, however there is no protection from the prevailing 
winds. This outdoor space could be further expanded to provide a relaxation area 
for climbers, skiers and the various other hut users.   
 
Figure 4.18       Hut interior to house six peopleFigure 4.15       Hut perched on a knoll
Figure 4.17       Outdoor area - Housing one seatFigure 4.16       Helicopter landing areas surrounding
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SWOT analysis of existing Black Peak Hut:
Strengths:
Site Selection - is perfect,  very well thought out to prevent 
avalanches affecting the hut and wind protection whilst also allowing 
views.
Compact design – meant that it could be taken up to site in one 
piece fully assembled.
New materials – insulation panels.
Location – offers Ice climbing, skiing, tramping and mountaineering 
within the immediate surroundings.
Weaknesses:
Positioning -  the south face of the mountain, however this is 
necessary to avoid the strong prevailing north westerly winds, and to 
avoid extremely steep areas. 
Basic Box Design – doesn’t reflect the landscape or sit nicely at all.
Small windows – offering poor views of the landscape – have to climb 
up on the bunk to see out of window.
Guy wires – to anchor the hut to the ground, these are a hazard and 
not currently a great look architecturally.
Compact Layout - not well thought out. Feels cramped with little 
space available to sit and relax inside or outside. 
Poor Ventilation – windows unable to be opened.
Heating – no obvious heating source.
Entrance Door - cold air rushes through every time the door opens.
Limited Facilities – more bench space in the kitchen is needed, 
storage is lacking no space to dry gear, toilet is outside.
Health and Safety – the lpg gas cylinder is currently stored inside.
4.1.6 Black Peak Hut SWOT Analysis
Opportunities:
Design - developing a different way of building and anchoring an alpine shelter. 
The possibility of using gabion baskets filled with local schist rock such as Whare 
Kea Chalet. 
Materials - provides a way of incorporating local materials into the building and 
as a means of blending the structure into the landscape such as in the Nordic 
examples.
Proximity to Treble Cone ski field – a good option when the season starts late or 
wanting to extend the season further as global warming continues to affect ski 
fields.
Incredible views - of Black Peak and surrounding mountains and valleys, nearby ice 
cliffs.
Accessibility – has the potential to encourage more people to experience 
backcountry areas in a manner which is both less intimidating and within a 
reasonable budget in contrast to the expense of heli-skiing. 
Threats:
Avalanche Risk – history of avalanche event roughly every 10 years. 
High Winds – causing uplift of the hut.
Rock Damage – earthquakes are common within the Southern Alps due to the 
alpine fault-line. 
Explosion / Fire – LPG gas storage.
 
Figure 4.20       Insulation panels Figure 4.21       Gas tank stored inside Figure 4.22       Helicopter access Figure 4.23       Kitchen + storage
Figure 4.24       Surrounding landscape Figure 4.25       Guy wires Figure 4.26       Ski touring access Figure 4.27       Connection to ground
Figure 4.28       Simple compact design Figure 4.29       Toilet location Figure 4.30       Small viewshafts + cramped bunks Figure 4.31       Ventilation
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Figure 4.33       Existing Black Peak Hut contrasting against ridgelineFigure 4.32       Black Peak Ridgeline
ProgrammeProgramme
The aim is to design an alpine shelter, which engages more with the 
landscape in terms of design, and systems that can be incorporated 
into the shelter to respond to the surrounding dynamic conditions. 
The existing Black Peak Hut is to be redesigned to incorporate 
6-bunks, modernized facilities, which reflect a feeling of a space. 
The shelter is to be transported in pre-fab sections via helicopter, 
assembled on site and fixed to a steel frame base.
4.2.1 Programme Selection
4.2 Programme
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Figure 4.34       Typical six bunk DOC hut plan
ProgrammeProgramme
The following elements are to be incorporated into the design:
Bunkroom
Kitchenette
Dining + living area
Storage and drying area
Entry way 
Outdoor space / deck
Toilet
Shower
Figure 4.35       Considerations to take into account when designing a Mountain Shelter
VENTILATION
HEATING
TOILET FACILITIES STORAGE 
SLEEPING COOKING
SNOW LOADS + WIND
CONSTRUCTION
4.2.2 Outline of Space Requirements
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Figure 5.2       Fixing hut sections to steel frame baseFigure 5.1       Sketch of helicopter taking sections up to site
Design ProspectsDesign Prospects
The high altitude environment limits transportation, access and 
materials when designing and constructing a mountain hut. Pre-
fabricated elements, with helicopter transportation to the site, are 
the most efficient method of construction utilized.
Helicopter loading weight restrictions dictate the size and weight of 
these pre-fabricated elements.
This shelter will be constructed in a similar way to the Colin Todd 
Hut, which consisted of pre-fabricated sections helicoptered up to 
the site, connected together and fixed to a steel frame base on site. 
In this case using a AS350 B2 Eurocopter Squirrel helicopter allowing 
for a 800kg weight limit.
The construction of the shelter is designed to reflect the slenderness 
of the structure while still maintaining durability and strength to with 
stand the snowpack, wind and other harsh site conditions.47
47	 	Sokol,	Nordic Architects - Ebbs & Flows,	2,	372.
5.1.1 Construction
5.1 Design Prospects
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Figure 5.6        Light creating a landscape within spaces
Design ProspectsDesign Prospects
The mountain environment is an immensely powerful landscape, 
creating the feeling of human vulnerability and insignificance. The 
magnificent beauty contrasts heavily with the harsh unforgiving 
nature of its extreme elements.
Translating this feeling into an architectural motion, whilst still 
providing a safe haven from the elements of the alpine environment 
is the essence of this project. 
 The journey to the site includes the preparation and mental 
anticipation.  For many people it is a very unfamiliar environment. 
This produces feelings of anticipation, anxiety, excitement and fear 
of the unknown. This range of emotions quickly changes once the 
journey begins. 
The journey includes a range of feelings and emotions from being 
fresh, alert, concentrating on instructions from the guide, and 
stunned by the surroundings, and contrasts with the feeling of 
absolute exhaustion and relief experienced on first glimpses of the 
hut.
After being exposed to varying degrees of the alpine elements most 
travelers will be relieved to see the hut. The hut portrays shelter 
and protection, warmth and rest within an environment which is 
generally untouched.
Human emotions are strongly connected to the landscape and 
the experiences generated from this. This dramatic landscape 
evokes powerful feelings of emotion and memory. The relationship 
between the landscape and architecture should be communicated to 
strengthen the uniqueness of the site through a series of spaces.48
48	 	Ibid.,	374.
5.1.2 Experience + Emotion
The hut’s structure provides a protective shell for which travellers can rest and 
reflect on the memories of the day. These reflections of the journey and the day’s 
accomplishments also link with the anticipation of the journey to come.
 
Translating to Architecture the reflection of the past journey should be expressed 
and able to be viewed, to provide protection and safety in planning ahead view 
shafts or a way of visibly being able to access the weather conditions is vital.
This extreme experience of being so far away and isolated can be a daunting 
thought for some people and the dangers of the mountains are prevalent so 
creating spaces, which generate different emotions to ease and comfort in the 
bunkroom and yet inspire, excite and reflect in the common areas.
These emotions will then link back to your memory of the space and place creating 
a cycle, which in turn generates another journey or experience similar. 
The overall aim is for a greater number of people to experience the mountain 
environment, however costs will always be a barrier for some, due to the 
requirement for a mountain guide within these unpatrolled avalanche prone areas.
“Nothing has more strength than dire necessity”49 
49	 	Shaun	Barnett,	Shelter from the Storm - the Story of New Zealand’s Backcountry 
Huts,	11.
Figure 5.3       Diagram of cycle
Figure 5.5       Bright shard of light to invigorate living spacesFigure 5.4       Calm glow for rest area
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Figure 5.7       Arrival
Design ProspectsDesign Prospects
Common elements can be pulled together by the use of certain 
spaces, reflecting back on a typical journey through utilizing a hut 
in the alpine environment. This is done by focusing on function and 
how this articulates site-specific spaces within the architecture, 
through clear and concise transitions between the natural landscape 
and the interior architecture of the shelter.50
The journey through utilizing a mountain hut can be broken down 
and be expressed architecturally through three main elements, the 
arrival, retreat and departure with various overlapping connections. 
These common connections can be organized in a way, which 
generates a different floor plan and spatially moves you through the 
hut in the most effective way without the user realizing.
 
50	 	Sokol,	Nordic Architects - Ebbs & Flows,	2,	372-74.
5.1.3 Spatial Sequence + Organization
Take off skis Enter hut Hang up gear - jackets, rope, ski boots Change into dry gear Make a hot drink
prepare pack for the next day, check 
maps and journey for next dayStart dinner prep
Radio check  - snow level, fronts coming 
through, frezing level, wind, precipitation
rest + relax with dinner clean up of hut Sleep
Figure 5.8       Retreat
Figure 5.9       Departure Figure 5.10       Typical journey using a mountain hut
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Figure 5.13       Bubble diagram of spaces required in a hutFigure 5.11       Existing Black Peak Hut Plan
ProjectProject
The site currently houses a tiny rudimentary structure, comprising of 
a one-room, and constructed of insulation panels anchored to bare 
rock by guy wires. The relationship between the hut interior and 
the surrounding landscape context is restrained due to the size of 
windows, which provide limited views outside. The feeling within the 
space is cramped and austere. 
The floor plan consists of one space with 6 bunks, acting as bedding 
and seating with a small bench top acting as a kitchenette. The 
lack of storage, and separate spaces as well as space itself needs 
addressing. Entry to the existing Black Peak hut provides no shelter 
from the alpine wind and would affect all inside if it were to be 
opened at any point. The toilet is located some distance away from 
the hut and needs to be integrated into the huts design, as well as a 
source of running water.
Having a sense of arrival, protection and departure needs to be 
architecturally articulated in the development of the floor plan. 
These three movements, together with providing the basic needs 
within the shelter, will serve to generate the design.
Design considerations also include site elements, which will affect 
the general form and rotation of the building – angles to the sun for 
solar gain, both for solar panels and via windows for passive heating. 
The roof slope needs to be designed so as both to hold snow, and 
also allow melted snow to slip off and supply water for the shelter. 
Folding the building form away from the wind to protect from 
prevailing north-westerly and southerly winds to prevent the uplift of 
the hut.
5.2.1 Developing the Floor Plan
5.2 Project
BUNK ROOM + LIVING + 
DINING + STORAGE 
KITCHEN
ENTRY
DRYING AREA
OUTDOOR BENCH
Figure 5.12       Site with environmental factors to consider
8180 Project Project
Providing the essential human needs within this shelter; protection 
from the elements, sanitation, fresh water, and a space to cook, 
underpins the design.
“The structure is a design in light. The vault, the dome, the arch, 
the column are structures related to the character of light. Natural 
light gives mood to space by the nuances of light in the time of 
the day and the seasons of the year, as it enters and modifies the 
space.”51
The key fundamental elements in designing a successful shelter 
are creating spaces, which evoke an emotional response to 
the surrounding alpine environment. This can be achieved by 
manipulating spatial qualities through structure, space and light of 
the shelter, whilst also creating a discomfort in the space to heighten 
the users awareness of the natural environment. 
There are two areas identified by their different needs in terms of 
the users emotions. The first is the main living, cooking and dining 
area, which provides for food preparation and social interaction. This 
communal space allows for reflection on the journey completed, 
together with planning and discussion of tomorrows journey. It is a 
space where friendships, relationships and memories are formed. 
Provision of a larger open space, with a higher level of natural light, 
creates an uplifting area for people to relax and unwind with fellow 
adventurers, whilst allowing for views beyond the shelter to the 
outside mountain environment. Provision of outdoor views are 
important for maintaining mountain safety as they allow people to 
assess conditions prior to heading outdoors, and to observe others 
travelling to and from the shelter. 
51	 	Urs	Buttiker,	Louis I. Kahn: Light and Space		(United	States:	Whit-
ney	Library	of	Design,	1994),	10.
Figure 5.14       Bubble Diagram of Spaces in Black Peak Alpine Shelter
5.2.2 Developing Spatial Qualities
This control of natural light links to Kahn’s ideologies about natural light being 
manipulated by the structure, playing with shadows and the relationship between 
the spaces and structure when a building is experienced in varying conditions 
throughout the year.52
 The first space makes the most of the morning light through the skylight also 
through a north east window and the early afternoon sun streams through into 
the seating and relaxing area near the fireplace. The outdoor deck allows the users 
to unwind and relax early in the afternoon light whilst the shelters skewed floor 
plan blocks the northwest winds allowing more use of this space. 
The direct connection to the sun, allowing the natural light to stream into the 
spaces by twisting spaces to capture the light, sky and air and dictate how the 
internal landscape is felt.53
The snow pack starts to get uneven and slushy around mid afternoon, so the 
majority of skiing in the backcountry is done before this time, leaving the rest of 
the afternoon to relax dinner preparation in the hut. Designing spaces which allow 
some room for activities and space to relax, other than in the bunk room, is a key 
element I feel needs to be worked on with current hut designs, especially the 
existing Black Peak Hut.
52	 	Ibid.,	18.
53	 	Flora	Samuel	Sarah	Menin,	Nature and Space: Aalto and Le Corbusier		(London,	
UK:	Routledge,	2003),	73.
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Figure 5.17       Form concept models
Figure 5.15       Associations with mountain huts
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The second space is the bunk room, creating a space which allows 
people to feel safe, secure, and well rested before the next journey, 
or if there is a prevailing weather storm, to allow as much of a 
disconnect from the outdoors as possible.
Creating a cave like atmosphere with the small space, with the only 
light entering though a sliver like gap, allowing the morning light to 
have a glow effect in the space, inducing a calm to the users. This 
heightened sense of calm induced by the architecture whilst also 
sheltering from the stormy activities a primitive structure emanating 
a military bunker.54
“A plan of a building should be read like a harmony of spaces in 
light. Even a space intended to be dark should have just enough 
light from some mysterious opening to tell us how dark it really is. 
Each space must be defined by its structure and the character of 
its natural light.”55
54	 	Association,	The Function of the Oblique - the Architecture of 
Claude Parent and Paul Virilio 1963-1969,	71.
55	 	Buttiker,	Louis I. Kahn: Light and Space,	24.
Figure 5.16       Concept sketches
  CONCEPT SKETCHES
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Figure 5.21       Sectional Perspective B-BFigure 5.18       Concept models depicting light qualities
Figure 5.19      Plan
Figure 5.20       Sectional Perspective A-A
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Figure 5.25       South Elevation
Figure 5.22       View from helicopter landing point to shelter
Figure 5.26       West Elevation
Figure 5.23       North Elevation Figure 5.24       East Elevation
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Figure 5.27       Interior Perspective
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Figure 5.30       Bunk room with calm lighting
Figure 5.28       Interior looking out towards oudoor area
Figure 5.29      Storage at entry
Light within the shelter is manipulated through use of orientation and the location 
of windows to produce a variety of light shafts at different points of the day.  The 
most effective is the afternoon sun, which illuminates the shelter’s main living 
area, and the outdoor area, which is orientated northwest to capture the sun. 
Further manipulation is needed in the bunkroom to produce the deep-rooted 
sense of enclosure and security desired within this space. This light effect will be 
achieved with a slender light shaft emitting a soft glow throughout the space. 
The exercise of creating models to portray desired light qualities within these two 
identified spaces is to demonstrate the effectiveness of manipulating light within 
a space, in order to evoke a certain emotional response.  The angular interiors of 
these models produced areas where the generated light reflects and invigorates 
the space, producing a strong aesthetic likening the shelter interior to a warmly lit 
crevasse. Developing a more spatially rich design to support the experience and 
emotion within the shelter needs further refinement so as to reflect the qualities 
produced in these concept models.
The journey through the mountain hut in this iteration needs further refinement. 
In particular, the connections between the spaces, and the relationship between 
how spatial form links with its functional usage needs to be more clearly exposed.  
For example, the shelter entrance could act in dividing interior and exterior 
elements, in an effort to reduce warm air escaping the interior of the hut while 
the entrance door is open. This is crucial in generating and maintaining the sense 
of warmth and comfort within the interior spaces, and to dictate a sense of arrival 
when crossing the threshold between nature and shelter. 
The process of re-developing the floor plan to capture and portray the typical 
journey of using a mountain hut – (refer figure 5.10), will generate the emergence 
of a more cohesive and functional plan
Critical Summary
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Figure 5.33       Bubble diagram of spaces split
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Further manipulation of the key spaces which underpin the design; 
the main living area, toilet and bathroom, kitchenette, entry way, 
outdoor space and sleeping area, were made to gain a deeper 
knowledge of the connections and relationships between them. 
The journey through a typical hut is reconfigured to explore the 
possibilities of using the space in a different way to reflect and 
further explore incorporation of the surrounding alpine environment.
Breaking apart the floor plan to heighten the users awareness of the 
extreme environment by the larger focus being on the outdoor space 
linking the separate pods, each housing each a different functional 
element, vital in an alpine shelter.
Encouraging the use of courtyard areas, which increase human 
interaction whilst protecting against the extreme climate conditions, 
including an urban multimodal accessibility strengthening the 
engagement between the user and the architecture.56
56	 	Sokol,	Nordic Architects - Ebbs & Flows,	2,	8.
5.2.3 Exploding Floor Plan + Reconnecting Elements
Figure 5.32       Relationships between spacesFigure 5.31       Bubble diagram of spaces
Figure 5.35       Factors environmental + mentalFigure 5.34      Space connections
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Figure 5.37       Bubble Diagram of Spaces Figure 5.36       Shutter connections
The integration of climatic elements experienced within the alpine environment 
into the design, has the potential to create a more dynamic and interactive 
space. This could be explored through the further manipulation of architectural 
elements, allowing for a heightened level of engagement and integration with 
the surrounding landscape, which attunes the users to the outdoor environment, 
whilst still providing shelter.
Manipulation of the floor plan to integrate and reflect the journey 
through the use of a mountain hut was the main generator of 
this design concept. Associating key areas and investigating the 
relationships between these spaces achieved this. 
Activity pods were generated from these diagrams, highlighting 
ways in which various activities interact and link with each other 
through outdoor space. This separation of the key activities as shown 
in the bubble diagrams, architecturally requires the formation of 
connections between areas to allow users to flow through the space, 
rather than behaving as disconnected individual elements. These 
pods also dictate the way the shelter will be further split for the 
means of pre-fabrication and final transportation to site. 
External areas, forms and spaces become a major element of the 
floor plan, acting as a connection between the activity pods and to 
promote a relationship with the outdoor environment which is both 
interactive and engaging.
Although the arrangement of the pods seems disjointed and unclear 
at this point, further investigation, management and manipulation 
of environmental elements on site will dictate this, together with 
orientation and positioning of the shelter on site. The process of 
blocking off prevailing winds, and providing framed view-shafts are 
critical, so as the shelter relates and responds to both the outdoors 
and site environmental conditions. This will further guide the 
alignment and orientation of the pods, producing a more unified and 
cohesive design.
Critical Summary
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Figure 5.40       Approach to the Shelter
Figure 5.44       Porous facade generates a texture 
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Adapting the shelter to expose it to the elements of this 
tempestuous climate making the user more attuned to the 
surroundings.
Key elements in this high alpine environment that create the most 
amount of discomfort are;
Strong winds – north-westerly winds which bring rain and snow, 
and southerly winds which may cause buildings to uplift in some 
situations.  
Snow settlement creating avalanche prone areas – designing a 
shelter, which falls in an avalanche risk area
Cold temperatures - sub zero temperatures due to high altitude 
alpine environment of the Southern Alps.
A shelter with sections consisting of a porous façade would allow 
these elements to penetrate the threshold of the structure, 
combining this intervention of the snow with uneven ground, poor 
lighting conditions and uneasy access creates a deeply unsettling 
feeling within the space. 
Articulating this feeling within the shelter design is paramount in 
creating a connection with this environment, allowing the shelter is 
to be both that of a refuge and heightened mountain experience.
Integrating the interior and exterior creates a deeper connection 
to nature, by allowing these spaces to be almost fully open to the 
environment, extending the boundaries of the room and mountain.57
57	 	Sarah	Menin,	Nature and Space: Aalto and Le Corbusier,	69.
5.2.4 Creating a Discomfort - Connection to Alps
Figure 5.43      Light qualities generated by porous facade
Figure 5.39       Sketch section
Figure 5.42       High + exposed form captures wind + snowFigure 5.41       High + angular form produces a sloped interior
Figure 5.38       Bubble diagram of spaces within
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Following the identification of key elements of discomfort in the alpine 
environment, models were then generated to embody these, generating further 
information and findings; 
The disjointed forms taken from traditional hut design are effective in creating a 
sense of discomfort for the user. The height of the shelter allows the structure to 
be affected by the prominent winds and snow storms, producing movement within 
the structure, therefore a sense of discomfort.  The forms, although lofty, have a 
sense of lightness and hover above the landscape. Interaction and disruption of 
the ground plane is minimal, apart from the intersection with the “legs” of the 
structure.
The diagraming of spaces, to produce a hut similar to the existing Black Peak Hut 
in terms of one space housing all activities, was an effective use in creating more 
discomfort. However, further development will include separations, integrating key 
ideas from previous design iterations. 
Other qualities to further develop and integrate into the design, are structural 
materials and structural lightness and the various effects which these can produce. 
In particular, the effect of lifting the shelter so as to give the appearance of the 
structure floating above the landscape. 
Materials for the porous façade could be utilized in sections to limit the amount of 
exposure within the shelter, and yet still attune to the surroundings. 
The creation of design elements, which could be opened and closed could 
effectively portray this feeling. Allowing snow to fall and settle in parts of the 
shelter whilst other areas remain separated and sheltered from these harsh 
environments. 
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Figure 5.49       French Ridge Hut Detail Wall Floor Junction
Figure 5.45      pre-fab units to be transported
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Designing this shelter while also keeping in mind the construction 
methods to be used when installing on site.
The steel frame structure withstands winds of up to 300km/hr., 
which connects to a steel frame base fixed to the rock.
Snow loads on a building can be up to one tonne per m2 - if there 
is two metres of snow settled at any point on the roof. These loads 
need to be taken into account and a steel structure which will 
withstand such downward force.
The shelter is constructed in pre-fabricated sections, which can be 
transported to site by helicopter. These sections connect together 
easily on site and bolt down onto the steel frame base.
Floor framing to be similar to French Ridge Hut, consisting of 150 x 
50 Boundary Joists with paired 150 x 50 Bearers and 150 x 50 joists 
at 400ctrs. Cross bracing on the first and last bays.
Refer to Drawings for details.
5.2.5 Construction Techniques
Figure 5.46       French Ridge Hut Floor Framing Plan
Figure 5.48       French Ridge Hut Section Through Entry Landing
Figure 5.47       French Ridge Hut Detail Wall Floor Junction
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Figure 5.51       Huba Compact Mountain Shelter Concept Diagram Figure 5.52       Diagram of systems to be put in place
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Mountain huts need to provide basic human amenities, which are 
a lot trickier to provide when situated in an isolated spot at high 
altitude. 
Utilizing the Huba Compact Mountain Shelter as a precedent of 
developing how the shelter generates a small amount of power and 
collects water. 
This same system utilizes solar panels to create power and heat 
sections of the roof to melt snow gathered on top for water. These 
systems will be used on the Black Peak shelter to generate power for 
a lighting, heating, cooking and water for drinking and short showers. 
Heating and will be through a small fireplace and cooking utilizing a 
small gas stove top with wood and gas to be replenished on site via 
helicopter when septic tanks are emptied and replaced. The toilet 
placement will be stepped down slightly from the rest of the shelter, 
with ventilation and tank replacement being the vital issues to 
address. Ventilation will utilize the natural wind on the site meaning 
the toilet will not be sheltered from the north westerly and southerly 
winds, with the septic tank located on a roller system five metres 
further downhill for purposes of odour control and ease of helicopter 
collection.
5.2.6 Intergrated Service Systems
Solar Panels
heating water and 
power for lighting
Water collection from roof
Water for handbasin + 
shower
Solar to heat up drying room+ 
living areas - triple glazing to 
keep heat in.
Figure 5.50       Sketch of systems to be put in place with design
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Figure 5.56       Bunk room offering calm light qualities
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Off-setting the floor plates slightly to work more with the landscape, 
and dropping the building downhill will allow snow to drift into the 
design, allowing the materiality of the shelter to include the natural 
snow as a “fabric” within the design - settling and gathering in spots, 
and merging the shelter into the landscape through this camouflage.
The porous elements allow the snow and wind to ease into spaces, 
creating a controlled level of discomfort within these spaces, 
although having a means of shuttering this element off if the weather 
proves to stormy. The option to bunker down and shut off the hut is 
available by the use of shutters, and as a result, these spaces become 
more cave like and more resilient to the natural elements.
The porous façade has a dappled light with an ever-changing element 
of the snow and external forces breaking through into these interior 
spaces. The constantly changing snow levels are able to be watched 
through these pin-hole like view shafts.
The spaces within generate emotions based on the light feeling 
structure fixed to the rock beneath. In summer the building almost 
hovers ever so slightly above its mountainous base, whilst in the 
winter months the snow acts as a cloak, binding the shelter to 
the ground and encouraging the roofline to seep to the ground by 
the build up of snow in parts, this creates a landscape within the 
building. 
5.2.7 Design Elements Combined
The journey through the shelter includes a focus out to these outdoor spaces, 
which are attuned to the surroundings by the walls, allowing the elements to come 
inside. Separating the functions within the shelter allows a different way of moving 
through the space, generating unique views, and emotions gathered from the 
light qualities and form within, dictated by the exterior weather and manipulated 
through the architecture.
Figure 5.53       Sketch plan view of spaces Figure 5.55       Courtyard with porous facade allowing connectionFigure 5.54      Elements affecting areas
BUNK ROOM
KITCHEN + DINING
DRYING + 
STORAGE
ENTRY
TOILET + 
SHOWER
LIVING AREA
Journey through spaces
Porous screens
Shutters - closable
Triple glazing
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Figure 5.57       Balancing on Landscape
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•	 Systems integrated into the design are: 
•	 Water collection from the roof to service,  provides a small amount of 
running fresh water.
•	 Solar panels to produce power within the shelter.
•	 Toilet is to be located inside the shelter, while providing maximum 
ventilation through orientation to the wind, along with heavily insulated pipes to the 
collection tank located further down the knoll. Location for this is determined by the 
need of access by helicopter for removal and replacement of the tanks. Further design 
and testing could be done to achieve this, ensuring that the pipes will not freeze over 
this distance.
•	 Heating is through a wood burner in the main area.
The roof form folds to become interior walls, similar to Cabin Vardehaugen, with the 
spatial moments created inside offering unique nooks and moments to reflect and 
retreat. The roof form needs further development however, to gain further 
information, explore, manipulate and refine the angles required for maximum gain 
from the solar panels, together with the potential depth and volume of snow 
accumulation and wind blocking required within each area of the shelter.
All of these elements are effectively tied together architecturally, by the manner in 
which the spaces are created and formed, and by the way various elements are 
arranged to evoke emotions within these spaces, whilst still engaging with the 
surrounding dynamic landscape.
Critical Summary
 Application of key elements from the previous design  
 iterations - A level of discomfort - Breaking apart the floor plan- Spatial qualities to evoke emotion 
•	 The sense of arrival is heightened by the unique form of 
the shelter and the beauty in which the structure sits balancing 
lightly on the landscape - a beacon of safety and shelter, yet 
invigorated through the design reflecting and merging into the 
dramatic  surroundings.
•	 The elements required to ensure the shelter gives the 
appearance of hovering above the landscape need to be   
given more hierarchy in the design process. Elevating the   
building and using materials which give a more delicate nature to the 
shelter will provide contrast against the dominant surroundings.  
A more organic form could also produce this effect, creating  
moments of the shelter merging into the landscape,   
playing with the user’s perception of the ground plane   
when show dusts over the shelter, with settlement depth varying  
depending on the folded roof forms and the pitch of each.
•	 The design applies a level of discomfort through attuning  
the user to the surroundings. Screened elements allow snow to fall 
and build up within the courtyard, creating a landscape connection 
which is ever changing with the seasons and surrounding 
environment. The design of shutters which are able to be opened 
and closed, allow natural ventilation, the prevailing winds to seep 
through, and the generation and manipulation of light quality 
through triple glazed areas to reflect light throughout the spaces. 
•	 Extension of the living to exterior area is achieved through  
use of openings out into the space, which can be closed up in 
adverse conditions, while the bunkroom will be a separate space and 
kept closed off, evoking a cave like quality with only a singular 
external light source. 
·	
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Figure 6.2       Courtyard RenderFigure 6.1       Plans
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Figure 6.3       Structure + Services Axo
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ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdsh-
gfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkgh-
kjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
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ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdsh-
gfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkgh-
kjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
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ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdsh-
gfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkgh-
kjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
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ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,-
jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskh-
gksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdsh-
gfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkgh-
kjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
hskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkldhglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh 
ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyidsugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjk-
fiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygklhskhgksjfhkhkghkjfdhkghfkld-
hglkufgklufkughfkuhgklufhkuh ahdfdgsfqufhkdsauyfiyrfiwyrelifyid-
sugfj,dshkjgfdskjgf,jdshgfjhgsjkfiyflisdkufyluyflhdskfhksyfkludsygkl-
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The aims and objectives of the project were:- To challenge the historic design of the New Zealand mountain hut. New 
Zealand huts currently have little or no integration with the landscape in 
the way that every site is unique and the hut should reflect this.- Challenging traditional modes of architecture and allowing a greater 
perception and engagement with the landscape.- Exploring new construction techniques specific to the alpine environ-
ment and utilizing  local materials to strengthen the engagement with 
the surrounding landscape.- Creating a shelter that reflects and addresses the range of human emo-
tions experienced by those who use the structure – the anticipation and 
preparation of the journey ahead, early morning departure, carefully 
watching the weather - to encourage rest and promote calm, secure, 
relaxed feelings.- Investigation of Harris Mountain environment and enabling architecture 
to reflect the unique identity of the area. - Creating a ski touring hut in the Harris Mountains, which has more of a 
retreat feel, changing the way we perceive a hut in the mountains, and 
to encourage greater access into the area for people of varying all levels 
of ability.
The early analysis of precedents and theory helped inform the criteria of qualities 
and the hierarchy of each. These criteria were split into three main elements - 
construction, experience and emotion, and spatial sequence and organization. 
Black Peak Hut became the site for this research. The dramatic landscape with 
existing hut offering a lack of engagement with its position within this alpine 
environment, along with the relative accessibility and extreme climatic conditions 
were the decisive factors in the site selection process.
Architecture and the alpine area are two elements, which, when 
associated with a mountain hut are not well connected. This research 
was conducted to gain more light on the potential that these 
backcountry mountain huts have to offer in terms of design and 
human response, with the ultimate aim of linking these structures to 
the surrounding environment. 
The primary objective of expressing a deeper understanding of the 
dynamic mountain environment through the design of an alpine 
shelter was developed through site-specific analysis and theories on 
space, light and form. These theories were crucial in revealing the 
effect that the environment could have on the design of the shelter.
Discovering the effects of overlapping and weaving different 
functions of a typical mountain hut, invited the creation of a more 
interactive and heightened experience for people visiting these 
areas. The link between emotion, memory and journey was the 
main driver for this design with other qualities coming to light to lift 
this theory, and assist in creating spaces, which evoke more of an 
emotional response.
6.2 Conclusion
Conclusion
The Architecture of a mountain shelter encompasses many design attributes 
which could not all fit within the scope of a year long project, however this 
research can be a platform for further development of key issues relating to 
tectonic roof forms, services integrated within the design, connections between 
the ground plane and the structure, and the ambiance within the shelter. The 
enormous potential to further develop through these design mediums to provide 
more emphasis on the architecture of these structures, which are situated in the 
most untouched surroundings of New Zealand’s landscape.
Future research and streams of inquiry could include creating a more dynamic 
structure, which is generated by the wind and snow, fully immersing the shelter 
into the landscape, while snow as a fabric could be further explored, and possibly 
included into the design in this way.
Further analysis of the raw data from the site could be included in developing 
varying angles of building form, together with how the interior spaces could 
reflect these angles. 
A more in depth exploration into light qualities and spatial experiences could 
provide valuable information about human feelings and emotions in various 
spaces. 
Finally, the creation of an inventory or guideline which contains valuable 
information, important procedures and the design elements and requirements 
to produce a similar style of hut or mountain shelter structure in other areas, but 
which in turn, reflects each individual sites unique qualities.
Construction of the shelter by use of helicopter and pre-fabricated 
units was the only feasible solution to the access limitations of the 
site, by using French Ridge Hut and Colin Todd Huts as precedents 
for this method of successfully constructing the shelter on site from 
these separated modules. 
Application to the shelter involved a deeper understanding of the 
spaces and exploration of the different qualities linking to emotions 
needed to express this dynamic environment, this linked in with 
the journey through the shelter and the key moments within were 
extracted as the arrival, retreat and departure.  
Through architectural nodes these key moments highlighted 
through manipulation of the sites environmental factors such as 
allowing wind and snow to penetrate a porous facade in parts of 
the design, attuning the users to the natural landscape. The shelter 
has a contrast between interactive and transparent areas and the 
enclosed, sheltered areas to rest and protect users from this harsh 
environment.
The outcome of the shelter embodied a better connection to the 
alpine environment in both emotional and physical aspects, while the 
manipulation of light within the spaces reflected certain qualities of 
light experienced within the surrounding alpine environment. 
Division of the spaces to expose the journey taken through a hut, 
whilst making the most of exterior elements, which incorporated the 
snow and wind. Allowing these climatic conditions to be a part of the 
design, rather than hiding and protecting users from the elements, 
created a heightened level of human awareness of this often 
inhospitable alpine environment. 
Next time...
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